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Hotels say one thing and do another. Look at the website of any major hotel chain and they will tell you that "customer service is our priority"
and "we take pride in making our guests feel like they are at home." If that was indeed the case, hotel rooms and suites would have at least
six power outlets out in the open where travelers could easily plug in an adapter to charge a mobile device. A quick survey of business travel
veterans emits opinions like there was one outlet near the desk for "plugging in" and another said he was on his hands and knees for about
five minutes looking for another power outlet. Now these travelers weren't staying in a thirdworld nation or in outoftheway Europe, there
were right here in the good old United States.
Veteran travelers are not turning to carrying not only their own cables, but also their own charging devices in case their hotel room doesn't
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live up to its billing when it comes to powering up and keeping fully charged. Thanks to Accell, a company that prides itself on providing
premium power products, cables and mobile device accessories is trying to stay ahead of the curve.
While Accell wants to protect users from the surges and spikes that happen with AC power, they also set out to make accessories and
devices anyone can use at more than fair prices. Safety and security, to go along with a bunch of extra power and ease of use, how could
one go wrong?
For one, folks using iOS devices with the lightning connector know what a challenge it can be to charge up their device on the fly. It's not
because of the lightning cord it self, it's because this cord only works on new iOS devices and unless you or you are around somebody that
uses one, this cord can be hard to find in a pinch. The Accell Tech Power UltraThin Power Bank is not only a general use portable, external
backup battery that emits a quick charge, it comes with a builtin Micro USB cable and also an Apple Lightning compatible adapter so you
can charge "all" your devices without needing to carry an assortment of cords. You get all of this here for just $14.99. Need I say more?
For those travelers or maybe families with a home office that need more and more outlets, Accell has an accessories that will solve that
problem and more. Try the PowerGenius™ Rotating 6Outlet Surge Protector with Dual USB Charging as they are fully functional power
outlets that rotate 180 degrees and eliminate the need for using bulky and space gobbling power strips. This surge protector give quick
charges and peace of mind when you are on the road. Use in your home office, kitchen or entertainment room. Dual USB charging ports fill
another need and yes, they are also surge protected. All for the very affordable retail price of $29.99. Get a few for yur house or office and
you won't be sorry.
Accell has the accessories you need to keep you "fully charged" while at home or on the road. Quality gadgets at low prices. Meet Accell
and see more here.
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